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 Choose your story through a series of high-octane matches. Play a full WrestleMania mode, or choose from over 40 other
events. STORY MODE: SUPERPLAYER: ADVANCED ROLE PLAY The Story Mode of SuperPlayer: Advanced Role Play

is one of the most realistic, challenging, and addictive wrestling games you will find. STORY MODE: GORE MODE:
ADVANCED ROLE PLAY: 13 SPECIAL MATCHES OVER AND OVER AGAIN, 12 HIGH-SPEED MATCHES, AND

MANY, MANY TOUCH-UPS: This all-new approach to role-playing is like no other wrestling game. Acclaim Entertainment
has created 13 incredibly detailed matches that are so intense, you won't be able to take your eyes off the screen. You can play

with Gore Mode turned on or off. Your choices affect the outcome of the game and leave you with plenty of replay value.
STORY MODE: GORE MODE: ADVANCED ROLE PLAY: The most realistic, detailed, and intense wrestling game ever.

Select from more than 40 matches. Your choices affect the outcome of the game. More than 30 audio channels create a fully-
realized wrestling experience. SuperPlayer: Advanced Role Play allows you to play as one of more than 30 Superstars, with five
different careers to choose from, or create your own superstar. Each has their own unique personality and attributes and unique
in-ring moves that truly capture the personality and moves of a real-world Superstar. As the game progresses, new storylines are

unlocked and you’ll be able to learn about your character’s past, and what future holds. Game Features: GORE MODE:
ADVANCED ROLE PLAY: Be the Ultimate Predator as you destroy your opponents with relentless leg and backbreakers.
Unleash one-of-a-kind moves like the Leg Smash and Payback as you take down your opponents with brutality. Select from

over 40 matches to take on your opponents. Three different modes of play Three levels of difficulty Choose your story through
a series of high-octane matches. Play with Gore Mode turned on or off. Your choices affect the outcome of the game. STORY

MODE: GORE MODE: ADVANCED ROLE PLAY: 12 SPECIAL MATCHES OVER AND OVER AGAIN, 12 HIGH-
SPEED MATCHES, 82157476af
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